Reviewer 1#: We reviewed the possible grammatical and typographical errors suggested by the reviewer, however, we did not find the errors noted by the reviewer.

Reviewer 2#: The suggestions given by the second reviewer are of great value. Regarding the use of macrolides and side effects in the gastrointestinal tract, the studies cited do not describe the use of macrolides in the included patients, nor do they discuss this possibility. The articles indicated by the reviewer are great works, but they escape the central discussion addressed by us. The gastrointestinal symptoms in SARS-CoV-2 infection are already very well elucidated in the literature, and there are already works that demonstrate the presence of the live virus in the feces, which is closely linked by the ACE2 receptors present in the intestine. Therefore, bringing this discussion in this part of the article would leave the focus of the discussion. Regarding the comment about the lack of clarity in the topic fecal aerosols transmission, we tried to change the paragraphs of position or put other terms of connection, however, the paragraphs make clear what would be viral transmission via fecal aerosols. We brought the first works that demonstrated this possibility, and the articles that demonstrate the presence of viral RNA in aerosolization of the particles. The reviewer's third note, we changed the highlighted term in yellow IMPLICATION ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS by IMPLICATION ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS.